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Scheelite related compounds with general formula Mn(XO4)m are the subject of hefty interest owing to their

optical properties, stability and relatively simple preparation. Eu3+-containing scheelites are considered as red-

emitting phosphors and themain factors affecting their luminescence are thought to be chemical composition

andparticle sizewhile the influenceof their structure isgenerally ignored.Herewereporteightcompounds from

the NaxEu(2�x)/3MoO4 series prepared by conventional solid-state reaction and present a detailed analysis of

their crystal structures. Six of them have modulated structures, a common feature of SRCs, in which dopant

Eu3+ ions are orderly distributed. Moreover, different amounts of Eu3+ dimers are detected in the modulated

structures, characterized by weak satellite reflections appearing in the lower angle part of the XRD patterns.

These reflections are indexed and incorporated into Rietveld’s refinement using superspace (3 + 1)-dimension

symmetry.The remarkable featureof thecompounds is that thecharacteristic luminescenceparameters,overall

(QEu
L ) and intrinsic (QEu

Eu) quantum yields, Eu(5D0) lifetimes, and sensitization efficiencies (hsens), correlate with

the number of Eu3+ aggregates, but not directly with the composition x of the materials. This provides an

efficient tool for understanding and controlling the luminescence properties of scheelite related compounds.
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Introduction

Scheelite related compounds (SRCs) (Fig. 1) with general formula

Mn(XO4)m ¼Mn/m(XO4) cover a broad spectrum of compositions,

withMbeing either a single element or a combination of up to three

cations, which can be alkaline elements, Ca, Sr, Pb, Ba, Zn, Cd, In,

Ga, Tl, Ln, Y and Bi, while X is Mo, W, Nb, V, Ta or, possibly,

a combination thereof. They are highly stable and their preparation

by solid-state reaction is easy so that scheelites are found in many

industrial applications, including solid oxide fuel cells1,2 and pho-

tocatalysts.3 Presently, much attention is also being drawn on some

SRCs in view of their interesting optical properties. For instance,

Eu3+-containing SRCs are currently being investigated owing to

their promising red-emission phosphor capacity for three-band

white-light-emitting diodes (WLEDs).4–10 The chemical composi-

tion11 and size of the particles are important factors affecting the

luminescence of SRC phosphors. Influence of the crystal structure

on the luminescence properties has beendiscussed for someSRCs.12

However, this aspect is usually ignored because only statistical

distributions canbederived for differentMcations by conventional

crystallographic methods. On the other hand, application of the

(3 + 1)-dimensional symmetry concept13 shows that the entire

family of compositionally different SRCs can be described from

a unique model of modulated structures, which is characterized by

a fully ordered distribution of different cations in the M subset.14

The vast majority of the published SRCs exhibit the stoichiometry

M : XO4 ¼ m/n ¼ 1 leaving no possibilities for vacancies in the M

subset. Only charge neutrality limits them/n ratio in the modulated
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 The typical scheelite-like structure and its ab projection.
structuremodel.Hence, thismodel allows one topredict SRCswith

completely ordered structures within a wide and continuous range

of compositions. Themodulated structures can be identified by the

presence of additional satellite reflections in the lower angle part of

XRD patterns.14 These weak reflections are usually ignored.

However, they provide an invaluable source of information on the

atomicorderingwhich canbeextractedbyapplicationof the (3+1)-

dimension symmetrymodel.Asa consequence, correlationbetween

crystal structure and luminescence parameters can be much more

precisely deciphered than in previous work.12

In this paper, we exemplify the potential of this concept with

the NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4 (0 # x # 0.5) series by solving the

structure of six samples of different composition and relating

their photophysical parameters to the nature and amount of Eu

aggregates present in the scheelites.
Experimental

Preparation and chemical composition

NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3D(1�2x)/3MoO4 (D indicates vacancies in the M

subset) molybdenum oxides were synthesized from a stoichio-

metric mixture of Na2MoO4 (99.99%), Eu2O3 (99.99%), and

MoO3 (99.99%) by the solid-state method at T ¼ 1023 K for 48 h

in air followed by quenching from T ¼ 1023 K to room

temperature. Nine different compositions defined by x spanning

the 0 # x # 0.5 range have been prepared (Table 1). Element

contents were determined by inductively coupled plasma optical

emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) and, independently, from the

refinement of their crystal structures (Table 1).
X-Ray diffraction experiments

Powder diffraction data were collected on the Swiss-Norwegian

Beam Line BM01A at the ESRF, Grenoble. The wavelengths
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
were selected using a Si(111) double crystal monochromator, and

the synchrotron beam was focused onto a spot size of 0.3 mm �
0.3 mm using a combination of curved mirrors and a sagittally

bent second crystal. All samples were filled into borosilicate

capillaries of 0.5 mm diameter, and the data were collected at

room temperature. A mar345 image plate detector was used to

register the powder patterns. The sample-to-detector distance of

250 mm was calibrated using a LaB6 reference powder. Exposure

times per sample were typically 30 s per image and the samples

were rotated during data collection at a speed of 1� s�1. Exposure

times were chosen to avoid any pixel saturation. The Rietveld

refinement of the NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4 structures has been per-

formed using the JANA2006 program package.15 The anisotropic

microstrain line-broadening16 has been applied for the profile

descriptions. Na0.5Eu0.5MoO4 and Na0.286Eu0.571MoO4 have

been refined in the conventional I21/a space group with statisti-

cally distributed cations Na and Eu. According to the scheme

proposed for SRC,14 the I2/b(ab0)00 (3 + 1)D superspace group

has been applied here for all other incommensurately modulated

structures and earlier for Eu3+
2/3MoO4.

17 The phase with x ¼
0.134 has been refined along with 6% of an additional phase with

x ¼ 0.015. The crystallographic data are shown in Table 1. The

experimental XRD patterns and their magnified lower angle

parts of the NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4 compounds are shown in Fig. 2

and 3 respectively. All details of the Rietveld refinements, the

experimental, calculated and difference diffraction profiles are

available in ESI† (‘‘Details of the crystal structure refinements’’,

Table S1, Diagram S1, and Fig. S1). The Rietveld plot of

calculated and difference profiles obtained for the two-compo-

nent samples are shown in Fig. 4 as an example. The details of the

crystal structures (Table S2, ESI†) may be obtained from the

Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-Leo-

poldshafen (Germany), on quoting the depository numbers

CSD-420696 (Na0.5Eu0.5MoO4), CSD-420697 (Na0.25Eu0.583-
MoO4), CSD-420698 (Na0.236Eu0.588MoO4), CSD-420699

(Na0.2Eu0.6MoO4), CSD-420700 (Na0.138Eu0.621MoO4), CSD-

420701 (Na0.134Eu0.622MoO4).
Luminescence study

Emission and excitation spectra as well as quantum yields were

measured at room temperature with a Fluorolog FL3-22 spec-

trofluorimeter from Horiba-Jobin-Yvon Ltd on well-ground

powder samples placed in quartz capillaries with an internal

diameter of 2.4 mm. Quantum yields were determined at room

temperature under excitation of MoO4
2� anion at l ¼ 320 nm

(QEu
L ) and of the Eu(5D2) level at l ¼ 465 nm (QEu

Eu) using an

absolute method based on a specially modified integration sphere

with 2-inch diameter18 fromGigaHertz Optik� in Zenith� Teflon.

Each sample was measured several times under slightly different

experimental conditions. The estimated error for quantum yields

is 10%. All the excitation and luminescence spectra were cor-

rected for instrumental functions. Lifetime measurements were

performed at room temperature and at 77 K on the same samples

using a Quantum Brillant Nd:YAG laser equipped with

frequency tripler (lexc ¼ 355 nm). Luminescence decays were

measured upon monitoring the 5D0 / 7F2 transition and

analyzed with Origin� 7.0; all of them proved to be single

exponential functions at 77 K but bi-exponential functions were
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 384–390 | 385



Table 1 Chemical and crystallographic characteristics of NaxEu(2�x)/3MoO4 compounds

Refined composition
(found by ICP-OES)

Lattice constants
(�A, �) Modulation vector q ¼ aa* + bb*

Na0.5Eu0.5MoO4
a a ¼ 5.2421(1) None

(Na0.54(2)Eu0.505(5)Mo1.00(1)) b ¼ 5.2385(1)
c ¼ 11.4543(2)
g ¼ 89.949(3)

Na0.286Eu0.571MoO4
a a ¼ 5.2391(1) None

(Na0.285(5)Eu0.572(6)Mo1.000(15)) b ¼ 5.2393(1)
c ¼ 11.4954(2)
g ¼ 90.049(3)

Na0.25Eu0.583MoO4
b a ¼ 5.2393(2) 0.5752(2)a* � 1.1939(2)b*

(Na0.248(5)Eu0.584(6)Mo1.000(2)) b ¼ 5.2395(2)
c ¼ 11.5155(1)
g ¼ 90.058(2)

Na0.236Eu0.588MoO4
b a ¼ 5.2395(1) 0.5721(1)a* � 1.1917(1)b*

(Na0.240(8)Eu0.587(6)Mo1.00(1)) b ¼ 5.2382(1)
c ¼ 11.5089(2)
g ¼ 90.042(1)

Na0.2Eu0.6MoO4
b a ¼ 5.2329(3) 0.5754(2)a* � 1.1945(2)b*

(Na0.214(4)Eu0.602(6)Mo1.000(14)) b ¼ 5.2339(3)
c ¼ 11.5210(2)
g ¼ 89.939(3)

Na0.138Eu0.621MoO4
b a ¼ 5.2388(1) 0.5860(5)a* � 1.2033(1)b*

(Na0.142(4)Eu0.619(5)Mo1.00(1)) b ¼ 5.2442(1)
c ¼ 11.5592(2)
g ¼ 90.1776(5)

Na0.134Eu0.622MoO4
b,c a ¼ 5.2318(3) 0.5987(2)a* � 1.2134(2)b*

b ¼ 5.2310(3)
c ¼ 11.5331(2)
g ¼ 90.232(2)

Na0.015Eu0.662MoO4
b,c a ¼ 5.228(3) 0.6613(8)a* � 1.3265(1)b*

b ¼ 5.230(3)
c ¼ 11.486(4)
g ¼ 90.98(4)

Eu2/3MoO4
d a ¼ 5.2328(3) 2/3a* � 4/3b*

b ¼ 5.2214(3)
c ¼ 11.4529(6)
g ¼ 92.414(2)

a I21/a 3D space group.b I2/b(ab0)00 (3 + 1)D superspace group.c Na0.091(2)Eu0.636(7)Mo1.000(11) found by ICP-OES for the sample containing 94%
Na0.134Eu0.622MoO4 + 6% Na0.014Eu0.662MoO4.

d Data after ref. 17.
found at room temperature with a faster decaying component

accounting for 6–14%, except for x ¼ 0 and 0.286. Reported

lifetime data are averages of at least three independent

measurements.
Theoretical basis of the luminescence data interpretation

The overall quantum yield QEu
L obtained upon excitation in the

electronic levels of the molybdate ions is the product of two

parameters, the efficiency hsens with which the molybdate ions

transfer energy on the Eu3+ excited states and the intrinsic

quantum yield QEu
Eu determined by direct excitation into

a f-level:19

QEu
L ¼ hsensQ

Eu
Eu (1)
386 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 384–390
QEu
Eu can be measured provided that the absorption of the exci-

tation f–f transition is large enough to be determined accurately.

Tests at lexc ¼ 465 nm confirmed the possibility of obtaining QEu
Eu

data by direct measurements. However, the broad absorption

band of MoO4
2�, which could overlap with the f–f absorption,

can affect these measurements. In principle, QEu
Eu can alterna-

tively be calculated from the observed (sobs) and radiative (srad)
lifetimes by the formulae:

QEu
Eu ¼ sobs/srad (2)

1/srad ¼ AMD,0n
3(Itot/IMD) (3)

where AMD,0 ¼ 14.65 s�1 is the spontaneous emission probability

for the magnetic dipole 5D0 /
7F1 transition in vacuum, n is the

refractive index of the material and Itot/IMD is the ratio of the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



Fig. 2 Experimental XRD patterns of the NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4

compounds with different compositions defined by x. Indices of the

strongest reflections are given for the typical scheelite unit cell. The lower

angle parts of the patterns are shown separately in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 Rietveld plots of calculated and difference profiles of the sample

consisting of 94% phase with x¼ 0.134 and 6% phase with x¼ 0.015. The

black and green strips indicate the positions of main and satellite

reflections, respectively.

Fig. 3 Magnified lower angle parts of the experimental XRD patterns of

NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4 compounds with different compositions defined by

x. Colored stars (corresponding to the nine different hklm indexes) and

green strips indicate the satellite reflections.
total integrated intensity of Eu3+ emission to the integrated 5D0

/ 7F1 transition. In our case, however, the refractive indices are

not known, so that we have proceeded differently, using the

equations to determine n values: first, srad data were calculated

from the QEu
Eu and sobs experimental values for each composition

which, in turn, allowed estimating refractive indices from eqn (3).

Finally, the mean index value was implemented in eqn (3) and

QEu
Eu were estimated from eqn (2) and compared with the exper-

imental data for consistency.

Results and discussion

Specific features of crystal structures

The crystal structures belong to the well-known scheelite type

affected by a small monoclinic distortion.14 The lattice constants

of the studied SRCs are very similar (Table 1). The positions of

the MoO4 tetrahedra are alike in the compounds and similar to

all other monoclinic scheelites. The XRD patterns are typical for

SRCs and they are very analogous for all NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4

compounds (Fig. 2).

The main differences can be observed in the low-angle part of

the XRD patterns where satellite reflections can be clearly
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
identified for five samples (x ¼ 0.25, 0.236, 0.20, 0.138 and 0.134;

Fig. 3). These satellites point to incommensurately modulated

structures, while Na0.5Eu0.5MoO4 and Na0.286Eu0.571MoO4 do

not display satellites and therefore lack modulation. The struc-

tures differ by the distributions of the Na and Eu cations and

vacancies on the cationic subset characterized by the two-fold

symmetry axis. These distributions are illustrated in Fig. 5 as

portions of the ab projections of the cationic subset, which is
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 384–390 | 387



ordered but aperiodic in a and b directions for the modulated

structures. The cations are statistically distributed in the two

non-modulated compounds. The specific coefficients a and b of

the modulation vector q ¼ aa* + bb* (Table 1) and individual

parameters of three atomic domains, Eu1, Eu2 and Na, consti-

tuting one cationic position (Table S2, ESI†), define specific

ordering of the cations for each modulated structure. Two types

of Eu-aggregates can be distinguished in the ordered structures:

first, the Eu3+-dimers or diatomic clusters (Fig. 5) similar to those

evidenced recently in silicate AV-24, K7[Ln3Si12O32]$xH2O.20

Secondly, complex layers which are parallel to the c axis and

normal to the modulation vector q.

The shortest Eu–Eu distance is equal to about 3.95 �A in both

types of Eu-aggregates, whereas the shortest Eu–Eu distance

between aggregates is longer than 5.1 �A. In the ab projection of

a portion of cationic subsets (Fig. 5), the Eu3+-dimers can be

recognized as Eu-pairs isolated from all other Eu-atoms by Na+

cations and vacancies.
Fig. 5 Portions of the ab projection of the cation subset in

NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4 compounds. Dark and light blue colors correspond

to Eu and Na atoms, respectively, in the aperiodically ordered structures;

grey indicates a mixture (Eu, Na) position in the disordered structure.

Vacancies appear as large white stars. Eu dimers are surrounded by

yellow contours. In the aperiodically ordered structures, the cation

distribution differs in each adjacent unit cell (examples are indicated by

red squares), whereas they are identical in the disordered one. On the top,

the nearest surrounding of a single Eu dimer is shown separately.
Specific features of the Eu-centered luminescence

Excitation spectra of NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4 (Fig. 6, a) present two

features: a broad band in the range 250–355 nm with maximum

at z275 nm due to MoO4
2� anions and several sharp bands in

the range 355–570 nm attributable to f–f transitions.

The relative intensity of the former band to the latter ones

decreases with decreasing Na content from x¼ 0.5 to 0. Emission

spectra (Fig. 6b) recorded under excitation in the molybdate

levels display only the characteristic sharp emission lines from

the Eu(5D0) level. Ligand-field splitting and relative integral

intensities of 5D0 /
7FJ transitions (J ¼ 0–4) exhibit only slight

variations with composition. All luminescence spectra are

dominated by the 5D0 / 7F2 transition, which represents 75–

80% of the total emission, an interesting feature for phosphor

applications.

Characteristic parameters of the Eu-centered luminescence

have been determined experimentally, namely overall quantum

yields,QEu
L , observed lifetimes, sobs, intrinsic quantum yields,

QEu
Eu, from which the efficiency of the MoO4

2�-to-Eu3+ energy

transfer, hsens, could be calculated. These parameters are pre-

sented on Fig. 7 as a function of the NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4

compositions. The overall quantum yield and observed lifetimes

both exhibit a non-monotonic variation as a function of

composition. The maximal values of QEu
L and sobs correspond to

disordered Na0.5Eu0.5MoO4, which has been reported before as

a red-emission phosphor.21–23 The lowest value of both parame-

ters is observed for Eu2/3MoO4. The overall tendency for these

two parameters to increase with increasing Na concentration is

interrupted by two minima at x ¼ 0.286 and 0.2. On the other

hand, the sensitization efficiencies calculated from eqn (1) display

a smooth but substantial increase from 4% for x¼ 0 to 38% for x

¼ 0.5, pointing to MoO4
2� anions introducing a linear effect in

the variation of QEu
L with composition. In absence of experi-

mental refractive index data, we have recalculated n values by

combining eqn (2) and (3). The obtained mean n ¼ 1.75(11) is

a reasonable value for such compounds, for instance n¼ 1.82 has

been reported for orthorhombic europium molybdate.24 The

average n value has been used to recalculate intrinsic quantum

yields and the recalculated QEu
Eu values are in good agreement
388 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 384–390
with the measured ones (to within �20%), given experimental

uncertainties, except for the non-modulated sample with x¼ 0.5.

This demonstrates that MoO4
2� absorption interferes little with

the f–f-transitions at the wavelength used for the determination

of the intrinsic quantum yields. The latter display a variation
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012



Fig. 6 Excitation (a) and emission (b) spectra of Na0.2Eu
3+
0.6MoO4 as

representative examples for the series.
with composition reminiscent of that discussed for the overall

quantum yield. Thus we may conclude that differences in the

structural characteristics of the Eu-subsets are responsible for the

observed non-monotonous behavior of the luminescent param-

eters, which leads us to the following analysis.
Correlation of luminescence parameters with the number of Eu3+

clusters

To substantiate the above conclusion, we have plotted the

luminescence parameters vs. the relative number of Eu in the
Fig. 7 Overall quantum yields,QEu
L , observed lifetimes, sobs, intrinsic

quantum yields,QEu
Eu (meas), and efficiency of theMoO4

2�-to-Eu3+ energy

transfer, hsens, as a function of the NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4 composition.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
clusters, NEu-cl/NEu-total, per unit chemical formula

NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4. NEu-cl has been directly taken from the

t-plot of Eu1–Eu distances for each modulated compound

(Fig. S3 and Table S3, ESI†). For Na0.286Eu0.571MoO4 and

Na0.5Eu0.5MoO4 with statistical distribution of Na, Eu and

vacancies on cationic positions, NEu-cl has been estimated as the

sum of probabilities of both isolated Eu3+ ions (monoatomic

clusters) and Eu3+ dimers (diatomic clusters, Fig. S2, ESI†). For

a compound with ratio Eu/Na ¼ a/b, the probability is

pn ¼ n2(b/(a + b))2(n+1)(a/(a + b))n�1, where n ¼ 1 and 2 correspond

to mono- and diatomic clusters, respectively (see Estimation of

the amount of Eu atoms forming isolated Eu-clusters, ESI†).

Only Eu layers are present in Eu2/3MoO4, however, very

common structural defects such as crystallographic shifts along

[100] can result in diatomic clusters. Hence, for this compound,

we estimated NEu-cl ¼ 0.0025, which corresponds to 1% of defect

unit cells. The corresponding dependences are shown in Fig. 8

and contrary to the data plotted in Fig. 7, the correlations are

now reasonably linear, within experimental errors, which fully

validates our hypothesis.

A more detailed analysis has been carried out for the Eu(5D0)

lifetime data which have been measured at two temperatures, 293

and 77 K. At room temperature, the decays are bi-exponential

with a short component (17–59 ms, B2 ¼ 6–14%), except for x ¼
Fig. 8 Quantum yield, QEu
L , obtained upon ligand excitation at 293 K,

observed lifetimes sobs at 293 and 77 K, and intrinsic quantum yield of

Eu3+, QEu
Eu (meas), as a functions of the relative amount of Eu3+-clusters,

NEu-cl/NEu-total, in NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4.

Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 384–390 | 389



0.286 and 0, so that average lifetimes have been considered

(\s. ¼ P

i

Bis2i =
P

i

Bisi). On the other hand, the decays are

single exponential functions at 77 K and the values of sobs
increase about two-fold compared with those at room tempera-

ture. This fact points to temperature-dependent nonradiative

energy-transfer processes between different sets of Eu3+ ions. The

single exponential decay observed for x ¼ 0.286 and x ¼ 0

corresponds to a single crystallographic position statistically

occupied by Eu3+ and Na+ ions in their 3D non-modulated

structures (Table S4, ESI†). The bi-exponential decay behavior

observed at 293 K for all other compounds (Table S4, ESI†) is

associated with two atomic domains, Eu1 and Eu2, which are

characterized by their (3 + 1)-dimensionally modulated struc-

tures (Diagram S1 and Table S2, ESI†). The large contribution of

one exponential component at 293 K (86–94%) and the bi-to-

single exponential behavior transformation observed for the

decays at 77 K seem to be reasonable because only one atomic

domain, namely Eu1, constitutes the diatomic clusters (Fig. 7),

which mainly contribute to quantum yields. At lower tempera-

ture, luminescence intensity from the diatomic Eu1-clusters

increases faster,20 and the lower-percent component, 6–14%,

corresponding to Eu2 becomes undetectable. Hence, the

behavior of the decays directly correlates with the Eu3+ crystal-

lographic characteristics, which are different for 3- and (3 + 1)-

dimension structural symmetry.

Conclusions

The luminescence properties of scheelite related compounds are

essentially affected by the presence of Eu3+ aggregates, as shown

from eight samples of the NaxEu
3+
(2�x)/3MoO4 series. Different

amounts of Eu3+-dimers have been detected in six modulated and

ordered crystal structures, characterized by weak satellite

reflections appearing in the lower angle part of their XRD

pattern. The correlations between relative amounts of Eu3+

dimers on one hand, and the quantum yields, QEu
L and QEu

Eu, and

lifetimes, sobs, on the other hand, are very close to linearity.

This study points to the importance of considering the

superspace formalism without which no direct correlation could

be found between composition and luminescent properties of the

material. Once the superspace model is established, it is

straightforward to explore all the configuration modes and

deduce the structures with the largest number of Eu3+ dimers in

order to maximize luminescence. With this in mind, we can claim

that the superspace concept represents a predictive tool for the

discovery of new physical properties in material sciences. It

would be thus challenging to test the luminescent properties of

some extended series of SRCs with general composition

Mn/mXO4 ¼ A+
xB

2+
yC

3+
z(X

6+O4)
2�, where n/m ¼ x + y + z # 1

and the valence condition, x + 2y + 3z ¼ 2, defines the formula

neutrality. The proposed compositions permit vacancies varia-

tion from 0 to 33%, many of them can have incommensurately

modulated structure with different arrangement of

C3+ ¼ Ln3+-dimers, which promote luminescence.
390 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 384–390
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